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September 28, 2015 
 
Mr. Martin Suuberg, Commissioner,    
Department of Environmental Protection 
One Winter Street, Boston, MA  02108 

 
Ref: Open Letter to MassDEP 
 
Dear Commissioner Suuberg; 

I recognize that my effort to assist the MassDEP have been ineffective and contrary to the State 

mandated goal to promote wind-turbines.  WNTAG was a public distraction, whereas the unspoken 

intent was to benefit wind turbine proponents (membership majority).  MassCEC controlled the 

WNTAG agenda using CBI leadership to exclude addressing noise complaints and focus on noise 

metrics and flawed studies.  Unfortunately, meetings stopped shortly after RSG/Epsilon presented the 

MassCEC funded “preliminary” wind-turbine noise study.  Was this to avoid WNTAG discovering that 

the “preliminary” wind-turbine noise study included undisclosed Noise Reduction Operation (NRO)?   

The MassCEC funded KWI noise study peer-review comments went unanswered.  HMMH would not 

discuss, MassDEP did not return calls, CBI omitted critical charts, and Kingston officials … nothing.  

WNTAG member (HMMH) presented in August the KWI noise study findings at Inter-Noise 2015 

conference in San Francisco.  HMMH acknowledged support from the MassCEC, MassDEP, Town of 

Kingston, KWI wind turbine operator, and participating Kingston residents.  Conclusion was based on 

10-minute averages for when KWI exceeded the MassDEP noise limits at few selected locations, wind 

directions and wind speeds for measurements between 1 AM and 3 AM.  The Kingston Board of Health 

abatement order is for specific wind conditions between midnight and 4:00 AM, ignoring the historical 

record for neighbors’ complaints during other times of day and night. 

Report credibility is diminished when the June 2015 KWI peer-review comments go unanswered.  The 

rationale is unfounded for increasing hub-height wind speed, with extrapolations from a different 

location and elevation.  The June 2015 Scituate Wind study showed that “un-averaged” electric power 

output is provided directly from the SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) system. 

Neighbors’ complaints have clearly shown that wind-turbine feasibility noise studies are flawed; too 

large, too loud, and too close as evidenced by Falmouth, Fairhaven, Scituate and Hoosac.  After five-

years reviewing flawed wind-turbine noise assessment reports, I conclude that unaffiliated non-wind-

industry consultants (e.g. independent) are ignored by Massachusetts agencies committed to fund and 

support wind turbine development.  I have found there are no state agencies wanting or willing to 

protect public health and welfare from wind turbine emissions.  Instead, they collectively respond with 

blind eyes and deaf ears in order not to acknowledge causing public harm.   

Given that my contributions to the MassDEP have been ignored, I have decided to step away and let 

the Massachusetts Superior Court Judges impose public protections from wind turbine harm.  I will 

return to working with clients that understand and want to be good acoustic neighbors. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Stephen E. Ambrose, ASA, INCE Board Certified 
Independent Acoustic Consultant 

 

Cc: Thomas Bott, Kingston Planning Director, tbott@kingstonmass.org 
Nils Bolgen, Program Director, Wind, MassCEC, NBolgen@MassCEC.com 

 Laurel Carlson, MassDEP, laurel.carlson@state.ma.us 

 Christopher Menge, Vice President, HMMH, cmenge@hmmh.com 
 Christopher Senie, Senie & Associates, P.C., chris@senie.com 
 Lisa Linowes, lisa@linowes.com 
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